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Iraq: Security Threats over the Next Six Months
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(S//REL TO USA and MCFI) The capture of Saddam Husayn will have a sharp temporary effect
on anti-Coalition activities. There will be near-term impacts on operations that may force the
FRE to become more covert, isolate trans-regional activities, slow current rate of expansion, or
force groups to transform into more terrorist-like organizations. Nevertheless, core antiCoalition elements near-term goals will continue to focus on Coalition failure and ultimate
withdrawal from Iraq. The FRE will concentrate on attacks on soft targets; Iraqis and civilians
cooperating with the Coalition. The FRE will also continue to tap into Iraqi dissatisfaction of
Coalition rebuilding efforts.
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(U) Six month assessment

Spectacular attacks on Coalition forces, potential Coalition members, the Coalition
Provisional Authority, international community organizations, non-governmental
organizations, emerging Iraqi governmental institutions, police, military, and
infrastructure
Leverage foreigners and terrorist organizations operating in Iraq to conduct high-risk,
or suicide attacks on selected targets
Attack kerosene supply to ensure dissatisfaction with Coalition progress
Attempt to re-establish a high rate of attacks on Coalition after Saddam capture
Seek to take advantage of significant increase of Coalition assets on MSR’s / ASR’s
associated with move from Kuwait to MSC AOR’s.
Attack aircraft; military and civilian
Targets selected for maximum IO value – film successful attacks
Coerce and co-opt tribal elements; leverage CPA mis-steps
Attack, co-opt and infiltrate Iraqi military, police and security forces; political entities
and government agencies.
Possible kidnappings of civilian and military personnel
Emergence of ‘anti-Coalition’ political entities
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(S//REL) Anti-Coalition elements will possibly lower operational tempo in the near-term in
order to assess the situation, ensure key cell leadership is not vulnerable, and then attempt to
regain the initiative with spectacular attacks on selected targets. As the impact of the capture
of Saddam fades, FRE leadership must consolidate its support base, reassess its influence
without Saddam, and tap into Sunni dissatisfaction with the slow rate of rebuilding efforts of
the Coalition. They will conduct activities aimed at ensuring failure of an emerging
government and Coalition withdrawal. Some Iraqi Sunnis, especially those associated with
the Baath Party feel disenfranchised because they perceive they have no representation in the
Iraqi Governing Council and no future role in Iraq. FRE goals over the next six months
include:
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